
 
Wisconsin Mercury Deposition Network (MDN) 

 

OVERVIEW: The Mercury Deposition Network (MDN) project provides data on the 
geographic distributions and trends of mercury in Wisconsin precipitation. This project 
has been on-going since 1995 and is a portion of a nationwide network of over 115 
National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP) - MDN stations. 
 
ABSTRACT: Over 44 states and provinces have issued ongoing advisories warning 
residents about the dangers of eating fish contaminated by mercury. All of Wisconsin’s 
lakes fall under a fish consumption advisory for mercury. Research has shown that the 
majority of mercury in Wisconsin’s lakes and streams comes from atmospheric 
deposition via wet precipitation.  
 
In 1995 the National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP) established a secondary 
network of deposition monitoring stations, the Mercury Deposition Network (MDN), to 
measure the deposition of mercury throughout a network of stations in North America. 
Wisconsin participated in the establishment of this network from its beginning in 1995. 
Presently, Wisconsin DNR operates six (6) MDN stations in Wisconsin. There are now 
115 active sites in the MDN network including stations across the U. S. and Canada. New 
additional MDN sites are pending as this network continues to grow.  
 
The scope of the MDN network is rapidly increasing to fill the void of monitoring sites 
between the Mississippi River and the West Coast. The MDN provides a long-term, 
widespread monitoring network allowing researchers and policymakers to answer 
essential questions about the health and future of our environment with respect to 
mercury deposition to Wisconsin’s and the nation’s water resources. The MDN will 
characterize the extent of the mercury problem, describe regional patterns of mercury 
deposition, and assess deposition changes over time. The MDN data is especially useful 
to ground truth mercury modeling efforts to predict mercury deposition as controls are 
added to mercury sources to reduce emissions. Event sampling (event sites) and single-
event weeks (weekly sites) data are used to support receptor modeling and back 
trajectory analysis. The MDN is a long-term monitoring program. Data acquired through 
uninterrupted long-term operation of this network will enable the examination of local 
and regional scale problems and the evaluation of control efficacy. MDN data are critical 
to establish and verify relationships between emissions and effects to sensitive 
receptors of mercury contamination.   
 
This statewide MDN program is long-term in its commitment toward the measurement 
of trends and patterns in mercury deposition in Wisconsin. Wisconsin DNR proposes to 
continue operation of six (6) MDN stations over a multi-year period to characterize the 
mercury deposition problem in Wisconsin.  
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